Introduction
Ernest Courant proposed and worked out a solution of matching of the cold snake to the AGS lattice using four quadrupoles [1] . The present report is a remake of his work, using a realistic "Bleser" lattice for the AGS and a set of transfer matrices for the snake at different energies. The snake model was described in a previous CAP note [2] . Our purpose is to specify the value of the excitation of the four added quadrupoles and of the AGS tune quadrupoles in preparation of the commissioning of the snake. Two of the four quadrupoles will be obtained by additional currents in two of the already existing tune quadrupoles; two extra quadrupoles will be fabricated.
The four matching quads will be located located in A17, A19, B1 and B3 in the AGS, as shown in Fig. 1 . QCA17 and QCB3 will be obtained by extra windings on the tune quads, QHFH and QHFV at the same locations. Space is very tight in the AGS, so the total length of the new fabricated quadrupoles at A19 and B1 is limited to 0.35 m, see Figs. 2,3,4,5. Note that at the present time the gap at A19 is occupied by an octupole. As a reference, the length of the existing tune quads is 0.39088 m (15.4 in).
MAD procedure

Match bare insertion. (MAD commands in Italics.)
• Use MAD8
• Use Bleser AGS lattice (e.g. /home/luccio/MAD/AGS/T-Snake/lattice/ags.lat).
• Start with bare machine (no snake), called AGS (use, period=A20DUM, super=12) . This is the insert line with no snake.
• With cell find the tune quad currents XQH and XQV that produce a given tune, say Q x =8.78, Q y =8.90 in the vhole machine, or Q x /12, Q y /12 in the period.
• Save twiss functions (savebeta) at both ends of line.
Match insertion with snake
• Insert snake represented by a matrix in MAD format. Matrices calculated with Snig at different beam energies are stored in /home/luccio/MAD/AGS/T-Snake/TMaps/
• See first what happens doing nothing.
• Do insertion match using the four matching quads. (use period=A20SNK0 and match line=A20DUM). I.e. match the line with snake to the line previouslty tuned with no snake
• vary KCA17, KCA19, KCB1, KCB3.
• Constraints at the end of line are the ones previously saved -we want the rest of the lattice to look like before the snake was inserted. • use, AGS-SA, i.e. the whole machine containing the snake.
• Varying tune quads, with constraints for the maximum beta values outside the snake insertion. Betas may go crazy inside, but they must remain limited in the rest of the ring.
Snake Transfer Maps
4 × 4 transverse transfer linear maps have been described in [2] . The snake, which is represented in the MAD model as a 3 m long matrix, becomes more and more transparent with increasing beam energy: see plots of the individual matrix elements as a function of energy in Fig. 6 .
Among the matrix elements, important are the R(2, 1), giving the horizontal focusing of the snake, and R(4, 3) that gives the vertical focusing, respectively. They are shown again in Fig. 7 . It is important to realize that these focusing elements scale with energy almost exactly as the reciprocal of the beam rigidity Bρ squared, as expected, because the orbit amplitude in the helical snake grows linearly with the energy, but the transverse magnetic field on the orbit scales with the square of the orbit displacement [2] .
4 At injection: γ = 2.5
At injection, at the lowest end of energy, matching the cold snake to the AGS lattice using the four matching quadrupoles proves praticularly challenging, since both snake focusing and coupling are the highest. Following the MAD matching procedure described above, we found a good solution for the realistic AGS 'Bleser' lattice, similar to what had been obtained by E.Courant on an idealized lattice. Since the real AGS is not too linear due to hysteresis in the magnets, with the non linearities represented in the model after work by Bleser, Auerbach, Tanaka and Luccio, the scaling of this low energy solution to higher energies proved an interesting task. Matching can only be achieved at the expense of a high value of the β envelope function.
The good solution matches the insertion containing the snake to the rest of the AGS, keeping the β functions unchanged, with respect to the bare AGS i.e. with no snake, everywhere but in the snake section. We will show the AGS β later, together with the same obtained at higher energies.
5 Matching and retuning at higher energies Case 0: We first attempted to obtain matching conditions at increasing energies, up to AGS extraction: γ = 26, using the same procedure than at injection, with the algorithms prodvided by the MAD program. The experience was very frustrating and inconclusive, because we could indeed find a solution at each individual energy, but these solutions did not yield monotonically decreasing curves for the matching quadrupole strength according what physical good sense would suggest. The problem was caused by the fact that the parameter space explored has 8 dimensions: 2 initial setting of the betatron values to initialize the matching, 4 values of the strength of the matching quadrupoles, and 2 values for the AGS tune quadrupoles. All parameters were very sensitive to the outcome. Results were found smooth and monotonic above a value of γ = 5, but noisy and unreliable in the region between the good solution at injection and this energy.
Here, we only show the orbit in these MAD matched cases. 
A first run was done by starting from a stable value of the betatron tune ν x = 8.60 and ν y = 8.90, for the AGS with the snake inserted. The high value of the vertical tune was dictated by a desire to have it as close as possible to the integer for spin preservation (in a window of tune to avoid a snake resonance). The starting was the good case referred to above. Then, we proceeded scaling down the matching quads as said, and retuning at each step to obtain the "magic" value ν y = 8.96. The horizontal value of the betatron tune was left free. The purpose was to find the values of ν x vs. energy that the lattice liked most. Fit of these values with some analytical expression could suggest how to proceed further. Results of this run are shown in Figs. 9, 10, 11, 12,and 13.
The figures show the following:
• A continuous acceptable solution is found at all energies. The matching quadrupoles fade away at high energy, where the snake has very little residual focusing.
• Rematching in order to obtain a high value of the verical betatron tune requires large currents (the AGS tune quads power supply is rated for 700 A maximum current, so we are within the limits).
• A Best fit of the horizontal tune found by the MAD matching algorithm is an inverse-energy square law ν x ≈ 8.54457 + 1.85346/γ 2 .
(1)
• At low energy the beam is wide in vertical. At high energy the beam is wider in the horizontal direction. The two trends exchange roles at about γ = 5, where we found difficulties when trying to obtain an optimum match. The cause is complex, because is due to the interplay of the focusing properties of the bare lattice, almost constant over the entire energy range and the focusing of the helical snake that decreases with energy.
Case 2: Using the "natural" trend of the vertical tune of Case 1, we run a Case 2, that used the same values of the matching quadrupoles vs. energy, but wehre we searched for a rematch with ν y still kept at a value of 8.96, but with ν y made to follow the fit of Eq.(1). Results are shown in Figs. 14, 15, 16, and 17. For this case we still obtain a noisy value of the orbit amplitude at low energy. Tables 1 and 2 give numerical values for this case 
Conclusions
Matching of the Warm Snake to the AGS lattice using four "Courant" quadrupoles is possible. For the quadrupoles there is no much space available, therefore they will present a severe challenge to the Engineers. A perfect match, i.e. one that will leave the optics in the part of the lattice outside the section containing the snake is also possible in theory, but it is not desirable because the corresponding currents in the matching quadrupoles do not vary according to smooth curves vs. energy. A reasonable matching is obtain by letting the curves decrease with beam energy following a (Bρ) −2 function.
